Slide Shark basic instructions

On computer:

On Ipad:
Neuroradiology of Headaches and Stroke

After you select play from the home screen, your talk will open in full screen mode. Click screen to advance or swipe to right to go back. Swipe up with a finger to see slides or select presentation state.
Neuroradiology of Headaches and Stroke

Select pen for annotation and then select color and width if you wish. Click pen again to exit annotation or clear to remove all annotations.

Neuroradiology of Headaches and Stroke

Changing color of annotations
If you swipe up you see this. Select any slide to jump ahead. Auto slide shows use top bar.

Select display to show slides with lecture notes. Audience will only see slide.
Q: What should be done next for this patient?  
A: Noncontrast head CT. You must exclude SAH in this patient and CT is considered superior for detection of SAH. Noncontrast head CT is test of choice for patients who: 1. present with “worst headache of life.” 2. Present with sudden severe “thunderclap” headache. 3. exclude hemiation prior to LP. 4. evaluate for hydrocephalus.

Lecture note display. Notice that you can still annotate if you wish

Slide selector
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